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The technology is waiting,

tIu! vision sedtu:tive.
lialancing costs and benefits,
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Train Grande Vitesse (TGV), which averages 130
mph berween Paris and Lyon, has successfully tested
two engineering innovations: unprecedented steep
gradients and speeds of up to 170 mph-nearly 40
percent faster than any previous train.
The United States entered the high-speed rail
sweepstakes in 1976 by upgrading the Metroliner in
the Northeast Corridor between Washington and
Boston. The fastest service now operates at 120 mph
over about half of the distance between Washington
and New York, and the top speed will rise to 125
mph within about a year as improvements are com
plcted. Because of station Stops and some unavoid
able speed restrictions, the average Washington-to
New York speed is just under 80 mph. (This com
pares with an average of just over 50 mph between

New York and Bosron, where diesel power and cir
cuitous track, much of it shared with heavy com
muter service, reduce speed.)
As train speeds have increased berween Washing
ton and New York, patronage has slowly im
proved-even trom a base inflated by a gasoline
shortage and despite airline deregulation that has
encouraged vigorous competition in price and ser
vice. This success, together with that elsewhere in
the world-indeed, there is no example of a fniled
high-speed rail service-has resulted in several pro
posals for new U.S. routes from groups of potential
high-speed rail investors, supplicrs, and operarors
that arc listed in the charr on page 40. And the likely
roles of various parts of the public sccror are be
coming more clearly defined.
The Key Variables in Planning
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Unfortunately, something about a high-speed rail
road leads people to focus on the pans instead of
the whole. One reason is that users see only the
stations and the equipment; they do not appreciate
the extent or cost of the civil engineering facilitiesI'I'IOTO:
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Top: For trains that are al·
ready moving 'est, in.
creases in speed yield
smaller and smaller reduc·
tions in travel time. This is
not an argument against
high·speed rail. Rather, it
is an argument 'or high
speed lines with few inter
mediate stops.

Bottom: The amount of
centrifugal force that pas
sengers can tolerate limits
the sharpness of curves
that can be built into any
rail line. And as the speed
lor which a line Is designed
inereases, this limitation
becomes markedly more

severe.

the roadbed, track, and bridges. Another reason is
that many people, taken up with the romance of
railroading, see a modern railroad in the image of
the past.
In realiry, a modern high-speed railroad is a care
fully designed, rughly inregrated system of many
complex COmponents. Hard experience has taught
us that components from old systems can seldom be
used efficiently with new systems. The Northeast
Corridor track-the only one in the United States
that meets Federal Railroad Administration (FRA)
standards for operation at over 110 mph-jncor
porates 500 tons of new rail and more than 1,000
tons of new concrete ties per mile. The rolling stock
and signalling system arc also highly specialized. Be
tween Washington and New Haven, trains are puIJed
by the only high-speed electric traction system in the
counrry. The signal system includes both wayside
and in-cab speed indications and permirs bidirec
riollal operations on most main tracks. Stations are
carefully planned to be efficient and acce"isible. And
the track and trains require modern, specialized
equipment and facilities for proper maintenance.
Two decisions are basic determinants of the cap
ital cosr of any projected high-speed rail system:
o Is th railroad to be a new facility or is it to be
a rehabilirated exjsting facility?
o Is the railroad to be a dedicated (single-purpose)
facility, or will it carry djfferem kinds of traffic, such
as commlHer, freight, and high-speed imercity?
Most of the high-speed rail proposal,s now attract
ing attention in the United States assume construc
tion of a brand new, dedicated facility. In this respect
they resemble the Japanese Shinkal1sen, which runs
on special tracks and shares only station facilities
with conventional rail services. While this is the mOst
exciting engineering chaJlenge, it is by no means the
only alternative. At the other end of the scale, British
high-speed trains, like those in tbe U.S. Northeast
Corridor, travel on rehabilitated right-of-way shared
with other rail service. The French TC V system may
have the best of both approaches. One of its major
innovations is the adroit use of the existing rigbt-of
way to enter and leave urban centers; new righr-of
way was built only in the rural areas.
Surprising Economics
The question to ask first about every high-speed rail
proposal is rhis: What does its speed really cost us?
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The answers are often surprising. The time s<1ved by
increasing tbe speed of a train is very much subject
to the law of diminishing returns. As the speed in
creases, the time required to travel a given distance
decreases by smaUer and smaller amounts. It works
this way: At any particular speed S (in miles per
hour), the time in seconds required to traverse one
mile is given by the expression (3600/5). Thus, for
example, it takes 60 second5--<)r 360016o--for a
train to travel one mile at 60 mph. If the speed of
the train is increased by a 60-mph increment to 120
mph, the rime ro travel one mile is 3600/120, or 30
seconds, and the time savings is 30 second~. On the
other hand, when the speed of rhe rrain is increased
another 30 mph, to 150 mph, the time to travel one
mile is 3600/150, or 24 seconds, which means a time
savings of only 6 seconds.
The lesson is nor necessarily that high speed is
undesirable. It is, instead, that the advantage of high
speed depends upon going long distances without
stopping and upon avoiding low speed for any dis
ranee. This is why the promising opportunities for
high-speed rail ate on routes at least 200 miles long
with only a few intermediate stops.
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Also, as the speed for which systems are designed
rises, the cost of building them increases-in most
cases disproportionately.
One reason is that keeping the centrifugal force
on passengers to a tolerable level at high speeds re
quires the very gentlest curves. On the TGV and the
newer sections of the Shinkansen, the sharpest curve
permined for trains operating at up to 170 mph is
an arc of a circle whose diameter is about eight kil
ometers-a very close approximation of a straight
line. Furthennore, the restrictions on gradients for
most high-speed rail designs have been severe-no
more than 1 percent (one foot of rise or fall in 100
feet of distance). Together, the limits on curvature
and gradient mean that high-speed rail requires ex
tensive land acquisition and expensive cutting, fiJI
ing, bridging, and runneling-especially in hilly
areas. The French, however, have made an important
breakthrough in high-speed rail design, relaxing the
gradient requirement, though not the curvature
limit, in the innovative design of tbe TGV. Short
stretches of track witb gradieors as steep as 3.5 per
cenc were permirted between Paris and Lyon, and
equipment for the planned TGV Atlantique between
Paris and Bordeaux will be designed for grades up
to 5 percent. Such gradients are made possible by
electric propulsion with somewhat more horsepower
than is conventional, and a willingness CO let the train
alter irs speed as it travels up and down grades.
The requirements on track precision are dramat
ically greater for high-speed rail, too. Slow-moving
freight trains and conventionaJ commuter service can
be operated with relatively large discrepancies be
tween the level of one rail and another. FRA stan
dards permic a maximum discrepancy of 1.25 inches
for 80-mph operation. But the French require dis
crepancies of no more than 0.16 inches for the 170
mph speeds of the TGV, and the FRA standard for
120 mph is 0.5 inches. There is nothing impossihle
about such requirements. Satisfying them is, bow
ever, very expensive.
Several different high-speed propulsion systems
have now been tested, and the economic trade-offs
between them are therefore well known. The initial
cosc of diesel power, such as used by the British high
speed train, is lower than that of electric propulsion:
no overhead wiring or wayside transformers are
needed. But the engine is mecbanically morc com
plex, uses more energy (which can be obtained only
from liquid fuel), and offers much lower accclcra
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tion, especially at high speeds. Electric propulsion,
on the other hand, is quieter and non-polluting, and
the power can be efficiently obtained from many
differcnt fuels. When several units throughout a train
are electric powered, as they are on tbe Shinkansen,
high inicial cost due to complexity is offset by the
greater reliability thac comes with redundancy and
better traction. However, with either kind of equip
ment, the trains themselves represent, at most, only
about 20 percent of the capital cost of a high-speed
rail system.
More exotic technology may be available in the
future, in the form of fWO schemes for magnetic
levitation that are now in the development stage.
Japanese National Railways UNR) is srudying a sys
tem with on-board superconduec-ing magnets that,
accing together with passive coils embedded in a
guideway, Ijfr, guide, and propel a train. German
engineers are working on a sy~em that would sus
pend the train between anracting magnets in train
and guideway and use feedback to maintain (he
train's position. Both systems would require a spec·
ialized guideway, but they would make possible
speeds of 200 to 250 mph Or more-faster than i

Japan's Tokyo·to·Osaka Shin·
kansen is the oldest of the

world's few high-speed trains. It
is also by far the most heavily
patronized, cal"l')'lng 125 to 150
million passenger-trips a year.
No comparable demand is fore
cast 'or any high·speed route
in the U.S.

likely with our present steel~wheel-on-steel-railtech
nology. Moreover, since there would be no physical
contact between train and guideway, maintenance
and operating costs '!light be lower.
The Japanese have been testing their magnetic lev
itation system for over eight Yl.:ars, and all of the
problems identified so far appear solvable. The Ger
mans are also optimistic, though they have only be
gun the testing cycle. But neither system is likely to
be ready for another cwo to five years. Only then
will the new technology face the weather, mainte
nance, and service problems that tests somehow
never adequ:nely si muJ ate.
Predicting Operating Cost-the Easy Part
The bigher capical COSt of conventional high-speed
r<J iI is accompanied by higher operating cost. Because
t.he track geometry must be so precise, track main
tenance for high-speed rail is expensive. And because
the forces that the equipment exerts on the track
increase exponentially with sp\:l:d, maintl:nance cost
is extremely sensitive to the speed at which the sys
tem is operated. Modest reduction in costs may be
PHOTO: CON UlAn GENERAL OF JAPAN '''EW YORK>

possible if new trains can be designed so that they
are lighter, have less unsprung weight-that is, a
higher proportion of their weight carried above the
springs---and have their rota I weight distributed
equally among many wheels.
Another problem is that at high speeds (over 100
mph) energy use per mile increases with the square
of me speed. In other words, boosting speed from
90 ro 125 mph could double fuel consumption. Bur
designs involvinp: less weight and air resistance q1n
improve fuel economy. For example, at 170 mph the
TGV uses only as much energy as Amtrak's Metro
liner at 120 mph. And though energy is always a
significant expense (20 to 30 percent of total oper·
ating cost), every high-speed rail system has a sub
sta n ti a I effici ency ad va mage OVl.:[ its p ri nei pa I
competition: Metroliner and Shinkansen can carry
a given number of passengers for about one-sixth as
milch energy per mile as a narrow-body aircraft.
There are other cost advantages of high-speed rail.
The French have demonstrated very impressive crew
productivity on the TeV, when: some trains are op
erated with three-person crews-·one-half to one~
rhird the complement on other high-speed systems.
Furthermore, ticketing for high-speed rail is simple
and easily automated: there are likely to be few stops
and few auxiliary services such as parlor or sleeping
cars.
Revenue-Hard to Forecast
Our ability to forecast the demand for high-speed
rail service, and thlTefore the income thac it may
generate, is far poorer than our ability to forecast
capital and operating cost. Indeed, some demand
factors are un knowabk before service aetuaJ[ y be~
gllls_
Forecasting traffic has been easier overseas than
in th~ United States. In both Japan and France, the
existing rail capacity was saturated when high-speed
rail was inaugurated. The main question was how
much of that traffic the Shinkansen and the TG V
should accommodate. By comparison, the Merroli
ner presenred several difficult forecasting problems.
One of fhese was how co predict demand for an
improved service that had never been fully utilized
in ics unimproved state. Another was how to cal
culate the effect of competing carriers. For example,
the 1971 forecasts of the office of the Secretary of
Transportation and even the 1977 and 1978 FRA
TECHNOLOGY REVIEW
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Top: The 'aster trains are
to travel on a track, the
smaller must be any dis
crepancies between the
heights
the two rails.
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Bottom: High·speed opera·
tion puts a great deal of
stress on the precfsion-en.
gineered track. As a result,
maintenance Is costly.
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forecasts could not have taken inro account the com
petition created by lower air far s resulting from
airline dl:regulation.
A third issue lies in ass<:ssing the extent to which
a new travel mode may increase the total travel along
a rome. An exciting new form of transportation in
disputably produces some new travelers. But only
heroic invesrors will put up money on the basis of
such induced demand.
Building on Foreign Experience

Many analysts have tried ro compare the economic
performal1ce of high~speed rail in the United States
with that Overseas. Their results are at best imprecise
because conditions vary between projects in ways
that are hard to evaluate. Converting foreign cur
rencies into rhe dollars of many different years is
also di fficulr. Yet some gl~ntral conclusions arc pos
sible, and foreign C'xperience is particularly helpful
in judging indirect benef1ts and costs.
All available evidence suggests skepticism about
any proposals for new systems with capital COStS of
less than $10 to $20 million per mile. The Japanese
report spending $30 to $40 million per mile between
1975 and J 982 to build the new Shinkansen systems
nonh of Tokyo. Merely rehabilitating the Washing
ton-New York segment of the Northeast Corridor
cost about $5 million a mile. And while the French
claim a cost of on Iy $4 mill ion per mile for the TG V,
they benefited from using existing "tations, urban
track, and maintenance facilities rhat would nor
mally not be available to builders of new systellls in
the United Stares.
Another fact is clear from these comparisons: con
struction cost per mile goes down very little as the
length of a high-speed rail line inncascs.
On rhe other hand, there are major economies of
scale in operations. Costs per passenger mile ilppear
ro decrease sharply as the number of passengers in
creases. This works to the advantage of the Shin
kansen, where annual ridership on the highly
profitable Tokyo-Hakata line is a prodigious 125 to
150 million passenger trips. The TGV between Paris
and Lyon serves 16 million passenger trips a year.
However, in the New York to Washington segment
of the Northeast Corridor-where ridership is prob
ably the most il1ICJ1~ive of any route in the United
States-the total is only about 8 million passenger
trips a }l:ar. Clearly, we should be very skeptical of
S
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estimates rhat equate the demand for high-specd rail
in rhe United States with that in Europe and Japan.
On the basis of revenue generated per dollar of
invC'srlllcnt--rhe primary determinant of an invest
ment's ability to earn an adequate return-the Shin
kansen line linking Tokyo, Kyoto, and Habta and
r.he TGV between Paris and Lyon stand far above
other existing high-speed rail systems. Both earn
about 20 cents in revenue per dollar of investment.
Nothing else is even close, except thl' promoters'
projections for rhe proposed Los Angeles-San Diego
line. Significantly, this level of ~J.rnings may be the
minimum a high-speed system needs to operate wirh
out some way of direcdy capturing the value of in
direct bencfit~.
The Lure of Indirect Benefits
in addition to tangible revenues, pmmoters often cite
indirect benefits that may offset the cOSts of high
speed rail. These include making travel safer and
more reliable, reducing environmental impacts, stim
ulating economic development, and creating jobs.
High-speed rail systems have un i form Iy better p3 

Trains that use mafill
netic levitation to 11ft
themselves off special
guideways are now
being tested in Japan
and Genn8ny (inset).
But the 200-to·2SG-mph
service that the spon
sors of such trains
promise will not be com
mercially available for
at least a decade.

senger safery records than air or, especially, auto
mobile transport. It is not clear, however, whether
travelers' decisions berween competing forllls of
transportation are affected by thjs safety record.
All-weather reliability is another noteworthy ad
vantage of high-speed ra,il. With proper signalling
and control systems, raillroad operations can run ef
fi'ciemly despite aU bur the most severe weather con
dirions. During much of the day, ]NR opera res ten
16-car Shinkansen nains per hour in each diJecrion
between Tokyo and Osaka, and an astonishing 95
percent of them arc on rime.
Experience i,n Japan and France shows that on a
per-passenger basis high-speed rail affects the envi
ronment much less than competing modes of travel.
Though railroad noise has brought complaints in
urban areas, most people acknowledge that high
speed rail pollutes rhe air less than do automobiles
and causes less visual intrusion. in florida, environ
mentalistS advocate high-speed rail service berween
the major centers of Tampa, Orlando, and Miami
as a rool to guide furore development away from
ecologically fragik coastal areas.
Rail. systems stimulate intensive economic deve!
mOTO : JArA I' I' NA 10NAI. RAI WAYS. LOUIS • nio~lrsoN

opmcnt around stations, and thus can help revitalize
the CenterS of cities in which the stations are situated.
The Shinkanserl has already done so in Japan, as
almost any traveler can testify, bur we in the United
States have been comparatively slow to realize the
economic potential of railroad stations. We are
catching up, however. Recent visitors to Providence,
Wilmington, New Haven, Newark, or Baltimore can
testify to the role that rhe rail starion is expected to
play in these urban centers.
Supporters of Amtrak and the TGV have argued
that efficiem, low-cost passenger service assures mo
bility to people who otherwise could nOt travel. My
experience on the Shinkansen indicates that all in
come levels do make intensive use of the rcain. Thus
wider distribution of travel opportunities may in
deed be an intangible benefit of high-speed rail. On
the O£her hand, the proposition that construction
and operation of a high-speed rail system will create
new jobs deserves careful examination: some ocher
proiect might create JUSt as many_
Finally, high-speed rail systems are often advo
caced for their "image" value. Promocers in both
Florida and Las Vegas have argued that high-speed
CHNOL GY KEI'JrW
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At high speeds--over 100
mpb-energy use per mile
Is proportional to the
square of the speed (top).
BId even so, a 120·mph
train occupie-s a special
place in the spectrum 01

transportation options.
Though not as last as air
craft, such a train is faster
and more economical per
passenger mile than any
competing lonn
trans
port (below).
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rail would attract tourists, and no picrarial on Japan
or France is complete without shots of the Shinkan
sen or the TG V. Bur the economic bend!t em be
determined only by those who are very familiar with
the local economy.
Some of the intangible economic factors of high
speed rait relate ra effects on rhe transportation in
frastructure, and such effects cannot easily be given
monetary value. Consider, for example, the need for
easy public access to high-speed rail stations. Ac
cording to ]NR estimates, up ra 75 percent of Shin
kansen riders reach and leave their trains by mass
transit, presu mably increasing mass-transit pa tron
age. But in the United States, high-speed rail has not
been able to take such mass-transit facilities for
granted. Amtrak and the Federal Railroad Admin
istration had co join with local communities in build
ing parking lots to encourage use ot the trains.
On the other hand, in some situations high-speed
rail may save money by reducing the need for public
investment in alternative transportation. One argu
ment for the Los Angeles-co-San Diego high-speed
line has been that trains will cut traffic on the ov
eceaxed interstate highway between those points Jnd
thus eliminate the need for new highway construC
tion. The same argument has been made in Florida,
where major highways linking Miami, Orlando, and
Tampa are forecast to be satu rated by the tu rn of
the cenrury.
The Institutional Imperatives
All these issues beat: on the answer to the ultimate
questions: Who would want to build and operate a
high-speed rail system in the United States and why?
For whom are the benefits of high-speed rait service
likely to be greater than the costs?
Building and operating a high-speed railroad will
never be anything like a typical private-sector con
struction project with a specified client, known prob
lems, and a given budget. Instead, high-speed rail
systems are "mega-projects" in the sense that they
have social as well as economic objectives. They af
fect virtually every economic and social activity in
every community involved. They change lives, alret:
ing the way people u~~ or perceive natural, cultural,
and historical resources. Consequently, such projects
are inevitable targets for conflicting political and so
cial pressures. Indeed, no one can define in advance
alt the impacts of any particular high-speed rail proj-
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ect and therefore all the institutional issues that will
arise from it. The siting of stations and rights-of
way is likely to be controversial. Even schedules can
be mancrs of public debate. Investors, engineers, and
managers have to make social as well as technical
judgments, taking responsibilities outside their
professional fields and beyond their normal experi
ence. High-speed rail systems simply cannot be built
or operated unless all relevant public institutions are
involved in some way.
In the final analysis, institutional issues will remain
unresolved until the benefits received by each insti
tution involved are roughly equal to or greater than
the costs each incurs. Achieving this balance was nO
easy task even in Europe and Japan) where a central
government has traditionally operated a ceoct:aJized
railroad system. A solution is still more difficult in
the United States, where we have sought to maintain
distinctions between the roles of the private sector
and those of the various public-sectOr agencies.
TIle federal policy toward the high-speed rail sys
tems now being proposed is very clear. Mosr high
speed systems would operate in one or at most two
Continued on page 70
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states, and virrually all of their benefits would be
cealized at the local or state level. There is, therefore,
no case to be made for federal financing. In fact,
there is a clear advantage to keeping the decision
making in local and state hands: groups at these
levels are best equipped to evaluate the needs that a
high~speed rail system could satisfy.
The federal role appears best confined to advice,
facilitation, and clearance. For example, the Federal
Railroad Administration has, or has access to, more
information on high~speed rail than any other public
or private group. The FRA has the experience of
car()'ing out the Northeast Corridor Project and has
financed most of the prelimina()' srudies of high
speed rail in the United States_ The agency is ideally
suited to provide advice to those involved in high
speed rail issues and can readily bring interested par
ries together.
As with other major construction projects requir
ing federal clearance, environmental impacts will be
weighed at the state and federal levels, and the cost
of meecing environmental regulatory standards will
be included in the capital requirements for any high
speed rail project. The private owner-operator will
also be responsible for meeting federal safety regu
lations. And finally, the economic development that
results from the new rail system will be regulated at
the local and state levels.
The major public participants in any new high
speed rail projeer will probably be the states within
which the line is to operate. States might contribute
toward construction costs, but indirect assisrance is
more likely-Iow.interest financing, free use of ex
isting rights·of-way, aids to property acquisition,
and tax abatements.
Local governments may finance and operate some
parts of any new high-speed rail system. In New
Jersey, the Atlantic County Improvement Authority
will contribute funds toward a $15 million Arlantic
City terminal for rhe proposed Philadelphia-ro-Ar
lantic City Amtrak extension. The American High
Speed Rail Corp_ requested similar commitmems
from local governments in the Los Angeles-to-San
Diego corridor.
High-speed rail will become viable only when the
public sector and private investors find a way to
value indirect benefits highly enough to make the
sum of all benefits, public and private, direct and
indirect, equal the costs, which will certainly eX'-Tl'd
$5 million per mile and may be more than rwi..:e
70
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that. The returns from operating income alone are
not likely to justify such a large cost to any private
investor. Indeed, no high-speed rail project has been
undertaken wholly by the private sector anywhere
in the world. The Northeast Corridor Project, for
example, was largely funded and managed by the
FRA. Much of the construction was carried out by
Amtrak. Significant financial contributions, in the
form of cost-sharing agreements, came from stare
and local governmenrs and private companies,
Finally, one problem wiU remain to be solved be
fore appropriate financing can be obtained: some
public agency must assure long-term continuity in
the environment where any entrepreneur will build
and operate a high-speed rail system. High~speed rail
involves billions of dollars invested. over hundreds
of miles and affects millions of people. Such a system
and its ancillary development will require upwards
of a decade to build, and its investors may not receive
adequate financial returns in less than a quarter of
a cenrury of operations. Many political jurisdierions
will be involved throughout both periods, and the
investors in the system must be proteered from capri
cious changes in public attitudes and public-sector
regulation.
Of all the states in which high·speed rail projects
have been proposed) Florida is perhaps the farthest
along in taking a truly creative approach to this
problem. The Florida High-Speed Rail Commission
has establi~hed close relations with other state agen
cies and with city and county agencies affected by
the high-speed rail proposal. Hearings have been
held throughout Florida, and by this summer the
Commission expects to invite private-sector propos
als for construction and operation of a system link
ing Miami, Orlando, and Tampa. Indeed, Florida
will be tbis country's first good test of whether high
speed rail systems can acceptably balance tangible
and intangible benefits and costs.
There are encouraging precedents, notably the
original Tokyo-to-Osaka line in Japan and rhe TGV
berween Paris and Lyon: the economic result of borh
appears to be very positive. In addition, government
sponsored studies evaluating the U.S. Northeast Cor
ridor and the high-speed trai1l" in Britain conclude
that the overall benefits of high-speed rail should
exceed the costs.
But the new proposals are difficult to judge be
cause the tangi ble and intangible factors involved
an: so numerous. The juries are still out.
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Japanese Na,ional Ral/ways Sh,nkansen
Tokyo·Osaka-Hakafa

Elec/ric power.
dedica.ted track

66B

100

SI8.J

$27,5

26,155

Tokyo·MOlioka

Eleelric power.
dedicated track

290

94

10.7

36.7

3.7/3

6.3

5.3

Tokyo-Nilgata

EJectflC power.
dedlcaled /rack

/69

97

5.3

39.0

1.404

9.1

(4 • ~

Eleetric power.
dedICated and
strared Irack

265

130

1.7

6,8

4.900

2.7

20.3

Elecmcand
diesel power.
shared Ilack

456

80'

2.8

62

1.207

/28

7.2

1.8

3.5

7,5e

/9.4,

French National Railways ~
Paris' Lyon
Amlrak (u.s.) Melro/lner
Boston-Washington

56N

PROPOSED u.s. HIGH-SPEED SYSTEMS
New York·Vermonl,Ol.leb6C

New York·Monlraal

Eleelnc power.
dedlCared and
shared t,ack

362

/16

2.4

6.7

-166

ElectrIC txJwer.

330

100

2.1

6.3

670

6.8

7.2

!

OhIO
Cleve/and-CottJmbtJ .
Cmcinnali

dedicaled track

Flonda
Tampa-Orlando·
Miam,HSR

EleCInC power.
dedicared track

314

123

28

8.8

4J5

15.0

3.2

Tempa-Ortarlda·
Miami MAGLEV

Eteclnc powet.
dedicated guideway

314

196

5.0

15.9

465

/7.5

2.0

PhiladelphiaPittsburgh HSR

EJecrflc power,
ded,cated t,eck

314

96

9.3

29.6

985

/3.5

1.7

Philadelph,a
P;Usburgh MAGLEV

Elect"c pOwer.
dedIcated guideway

3/4

120

/3.0

41.3

1.216

t~.6

16

Electric power.
dedicated track

132

127

3.0

25.3

1.793

5.4

t5.4

Chicago·De/'oit HSR

Diasel power.
shared/rack

280

79

0.7

2.6

498

9.0

10.5

Chicago-Detrol( HSR

EJect"c power.
dedicated /reck

280

104

I.B

6.4

607

7.7

5.5

Chicago-Oel,OJ!
MAGLEV

Electric pDwer.
dedicaled gtJldeway

280

166

2.9

10,3

881

10.6

52

Pennsylvania

CalJfornfa
Los AngelesSan Dlago HSR

"

flllnois Michigan

._---.-

.Washington-New York
Ii New York· BaSion
.-.

.._--

